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Figure 1: TuftsViewer Window showing the residue pane on the left, sequence pane on the bottom, and the menu of options

Abstract

Interactive models of proteins have become popular educational
and presentation tools. In this paper we present TuftsViewer, a
protein visualization tool that focuses on ease of use and sim-
ple, clear rendering styles. We also introduce a new feature in
protein visualization: side-by-side multiple alignment mode. We
tested our program against a popular protein viewer, Jmol, in a
user study. TuftsViewer demonstrated faster rendering changes than
Jmol and was comparable for selecting and coloring tasks. We be-
lieve TuftsViewer can be an educational tool to introduce students
to protein visualization.

Keywords: TuftsViewer, protein visualization, user interface, di-
rect manipulation

1 Introduction

When a user is comfortable with a particular software, it is easier for
them to work effectively with that software. In technology experi-
ments, researchers find that users have improved experiences with
software that focuses on intuitive social and spatial organization, in-
cluding software that uses 3D visualization [Horvath and Lombard,
2010]. The newest wave of software research design focuses on
developing products with this mindset and users are fascinated by
manipulating data using everyday motions and techniques. Though
new hardware such as the Microsoft Surface has been created to
meet the need for intuitive interfaces [Shaer and et al., 2010], it is
more economically feasible to improve software design in current
hardware models.
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We present TuftsViewer, a program with an emphasis on intuitive
spatial organization and simplicity. TuftsViewer takes the focus
of protein visualization from maximizing scientific functionality to
improving a user experience through a more hands-on feel when
interacting with proteins. The hands-on feel is achieved using clear
visual correlation between a user’s action and its effect upon a
model, which has shown to be a successful user interface [Saraiya
et al.]. Our primary contributions are improved rendering styles, in-
creased spatial manipulation capabilities and simplified user tools.
TuftsViewer also supports direct selection and direct manipulation
of protein residues. Though many of the basic user interface tech-
niques are modeled after previous software, TuftsViewer uses the
new Multiple Alignment with Translations and Twists algorithm
[Menke et al., 2008] developed at Tufts University in a unique mul-
tiple alignment mode. This feature is an exciting new tool for sci-
entists to interact with multiple aligned proteins while they lie in
separate windows.

The TuftsViewer program was tested against a leading protein visu-
alization software (Jmol [York]) in a pilot study with computational
biologists and biologists in an attempt to gauge user response. This
study took place over 10 weeks and included 17 study participants.
Participants were led through a series of specific, directed tasks in
Jmol and then TuftsViewer. Comparative analysis was performed
on time to complete each task, choice of method to complete each
task, a pre-study survey and a post-study survey.

2 Related Work

As visualization technology develops, laboratory data only deci-
pherable by scientists can now be presented in a way that almost
anyone can understand: an image or model. Introductory Biology
and Biochemistry courses can incorporate complicated protein data
into their curricula through visualization tools. Programs such as



KiNG, studied by Chen, Davis, and Richardson [2009], and Swiss-
PdbViewer, explored by Guex and Pietsch [1997], have been evalu-
ated as effective protein visualization tools. Unfortunately, despite
the fact that these programs vastly simplify protein data, the large
amount of options available can complicate a user interface by clut-
tering the workspace or option menus with possibilities for inter-
action. Hearst asserted in her study that inexperienced or first-time
users of a system often can’t choose between options when a sys-
tem is complex [1999]. Indeed, the balance between complexity
and usability has often been researched in an attempt to maximize
both. Buja et al. concluded that it is more efficient to have multiple
views that address different parts of a data set, instead of combining
all options and views into a single window [1991]. This technique
is known as ”brushing and linking”.

In the development of a protein visualization tool, there is always
the possibility of building upon previous tools or using similar user
interfaces. Finstad hypothesized that inexperienced users of a pro-
gram would perform better with a new piece of software if that
software was not modeled after the original program they had little
experience with. Finstad’s study revealed that this was indeed true
and that when the new software had a unique appearance, an inex-
perienced user performed just as well as an experienced user of the
original program [2008]. This study encourages program develop-
ment from ”scratch” rather than modeling currently existing tools
in programs designed to be more friendly for novice users.

Finally, Dalgarno, Bennett, and Harper hypothesized that direct and
active investigation of a 3D environment would result in greater
spatial learning than viewing an equivalent animation of an area.
A series of two studies showed that their hypothesis was robust-
a user’s control over exploration of a 3D model resulted in better
spatial knowledge than an equivalent animation [2010]. In terms
of educational tools, this indicates that allowing students to have
direct manipulation of a model will increase spatial awareness and
understanding of objects not normally visible to the naked eye.

3 Experimental Design

3.1 Users

An open email was sent out to recruit users. Potential users needed
to be able to identify alpha helices and beta sheets when a pro-
tein is in the cartoon drawing style to participate in the study. Our
recruited users were primarily Computational Biologists and Biol-
ogists with one Computer Scientist and one Administrative worker.
There were a total of 17 users, 71% female and 29% male. Each

Figure 2: Jmol Window showing the menu of options

Figure 3: Task performed in TuftsViewer involving coloring protein
chains different colors

Figure 4: Task performed in Jmol involving changing the drawing
style to spacefill

user signed a consent form in accordance with IRB and was in-
formed of audio and screen recording before the start of the study.
After the study, the users received $20 compensation.

3.2 Apparatus

The studies were conducted on either a 15.4”, 1400x900 resolu-
tion MacBook Pro running the Windows 7 environment or a 15”,
1280x800 resolution Dell laptop running Windows Vista, with no
difference in computer setup. We installed TuftsViewer (Figure 1)
and Jmol (Figure 2) software on the computers in addition to sev-
eral pdb files. The only software difference between the computers
is that Dell laptop could not operate the multiple alignment feature.
Each study was conducted in the computer lab and only one user
was evaluated at a time. The investigator giving the user instruc-
tions sat next to the user and the other investigators taking notes sat
behind the user.

3.3 Survey

The users completed two surveys, pre-study and post-study surveys.
The pre-study survey was designed to collect general information
about the user’s employment status and determine any previous
knowledge or usage of protein visualization software. Users also
assessed their abilities in sense of direction, spatial reasoning, visu-
alization in 3D and acceptance of new technology.

The post-study survey was designed to gauge the user’s experience
with TuftsViewer. Users assessed the learnability, simplicity, visi-
bility, user control and freedom, forgiveness of manipulation mis-
takes, efficiency, and graphic design of the software. Users assessed
TuftsViewer’s usability on a 7-point Likert scale. The survey also
asked specific questions about the usability of the multiple align-
ment feature. Users could comment on any features they enjoyed
or wished to change.



Figure 5: Task performed in TuftsViewer involving multiple align-
ment and chain selection

Figure 6: Task performed in TuftsViewer invloving selecting, col-
oring, and focusing on an alpha helix

3.4 Additional Tools

The investigators used the software Camtasia [TechSmith, 2010]
to record the audio and computer screen for later analysis and
AVSVideoEditor [AVS4You, 2010] was used to analyze the video.

The investigators developed the program PrettyPinkNoteTaker to
assist the investigators in noting user actions and comments during
the study. The program recorded typed notes and the time the note
was created in hours:minutes:seconds. Notes recorded by the pro-
gram could be matched to the recorded video to determine which
directed task the user was performing when the note was recorded.

3.5 Directed Tasks

One of the investigators wrote the script used during the user study.
Directed tasks were written such that a task performed in Jmol (Fig-
ure 4) was comparable to a task performed in TuftsViewer (Figures
3, 5, 6, and 7) and could be performed in either program. The tasks
were designed to test the methods of selection, coloring, hiding of
protein residues, and camera manipulation for each program and
reflect real tasks performed by a scientist. There were six select-
ing and coloring tasks in Jmol and nine in TuftsViewer, four ren-
dering (i.e. drawing style) in Jmol and three in TuftsViewer, and
one hiding task in Jmol and four in TuftsViewer. While each task
was written to be comparable to another, not all tasks were entirely
comparable to other tasks i.e. users can select entire alpha helices in
TuftsViewer without knowing the residue numbers but must know
the residue numbers in Jmol in order to do so.

Figure 7: PrettyPinkNoteTaker for recording user actions

3.6 Protocol

Users were introduced to the investigators and directed to read and
sign the consent forms (five minutes). The pre-study survey was
completed after the consent forms were signed (five minutes). At
the start of the study, the user was given a guided tutorial of Jmol
(ten minutes) and the actions they would perform during the di-
rected portion of the study. Users were encouraged to perform the
actions presented to them and ask questions. After practicing the
actions, the users were directed to perform twelve tasks on five pro-
teins ranging in their complexity (one minute each). The guided
tutorial (ten minutes) and directed tasks (eighteen tasks, one minute
each, on five proteins and two aligned proteins) were repeated us-
ing TuftsViewer with the addition of the multiple alignment feature
increasing the number of directed tasks. Undirected observation
of protein manipulation in TuftsViewer filled additional time left
during the study. At the end of the study, the user completed the
post-study survey and was given compensation (ten minutes).

3.7 Analysis of Results

We used Microsoft Excel to compute the average score for each
category assessed in the survey.

Directed tasks were categorized by their action performed, protein
complexity and other tasks they are comparable to. As previously
mentioned, AVSVideoEditor AVS4You [2010] was used to analyze
the video. The time for each task to be completed and any user
errors were recorded. Also, Google Docs and Microsoft Excel were
used to analyze the total time for each task recorded from the videos

Figure 8: Task in TuftsViewer involving selecting a beta sheet and
coloring it



Figure 9: Select and Color Comparison

and calculate p values. We compared the average total time for a
task performed in Jmol to the average total time for a task of similar
model manipulation and protein complexity in TuftsViewer. Data
was excluded only if the investigator determined the task to be a
mistrial. Mistrials were defined as a task the user did not complete
as directed.

4 Results

The comparison between the average times for the selecting and
coloring tasks (Figure 8) showed no significant difference between
the two programs: neither program demonstrated a faster method
of selecting followed by coloring. We also noted that protein com-
plexity appears to have no correlation to the average total time for
a task. Tasks on very complex proteins were completed faster than
simple or somewhat complex proteins.

The comparison between the average times for the rendering
tasks (Figure 9) showed a significant difference between Jmol and
TuftsViewer: TuftsViewer was significantly faster for the tasks per-
formed on simple (p value = 0.00562) and complex proteins (p
value = 0.00085). There were no tasks in TuftsViewer to compare
to tasks performed on the somewhat and very complex proteins in
Jmol. Jmol rendering required 15.829 seconds on a simple protein
and 28.900 seconds on a complex protein while TuftsViewer only
required 4.849 seconds on the second protein and 12.289 seconds
on the complex protein. In both cases, Jmol took more than twice
as long to complete the task. We did not find any significant dif-
ference in the instructions of the tasks that may have influenced the
results. The reason for the difference is likely due to the difference
in adding and removing drawing styles, which we will discuss later
in the paper.

The comparison between the average times for the selecting and
hiding tasks (Figure 10) showed a significant difference between
Jmol and TuftsViewer: TuftsViewer took longer, 43.735 seconds,
than Jmol, 12.399 seconds, for a task performed on a complex pro-
tein (p value = 0.00140). We do not believe this result is due to
inferior techniques used by TuftsViewer. The task performed in
TuftsViewer was not comparable to the task performed in Jmol:
the task in TuftsViewer required the user to perform a significantly

Figure 10: Rendering Comparison

higher number of selections than the Jmol task, greatly influencing
the total time.

From the post-study survey, users found TuftsViewer to be easy to
learn, simple to use, and visually pleasing (Table 1). Only error
handling scored an average below 6 on the Likert-scale: users may
not have been aware of or misrecollected efficient correcting meth-
ods presented in the guided tutorial. Many users found the ability
to select an entire alpha helix or beta sheet to be extremely useful
but suggested adding the ability to select all alpha helices or beta
sheets. Also, some users, Computational Biologists and Biologists,
grew comfortable with the console tool in Jmol and advocated for a
console in TuftsViewer. Finally, many users grew fatigued of hav-
ing to repeatedly right click to bring up the menu of actions. A tool
bar or window of actions was suggested to speed up the completion
of tasks.

5 Discussion

Users selected and colored in comparable time in TuftsViewer and
Jmol. This was a positive result, indicating that first-time users
were not overwhelmed by multiple windows resulting from the use
of brushing and linking in TuftsViewer. This was also an interesting
result because the method of selecting and coloring during the user
study in TuftsViewer varied widely, with multiple techniques and
utilization of various display windows. Selecting and coloring in
Jmol tending to be limited to the console, with few users choosing
to attempt either action with the right click menu. This could be
because of frustrations related to the mouse precision required to
navigated the multiple submenus to perform a task.

TuftsViewer was significantly faster for tasks involving changing
the drawing style. This significant difference is assumed to be re-
lated to the fact that TuftsViewer applies any changes to the whole
model when nothing is selected. Users in the study were often inef-
ficient in changing the drawing style in Jmol because they had trou-
ble mastering the concept of keeping a tally in their mind of what
is currently selected (selection isnt by default visible on the model
in Jmol). This resulted in users frequently changing their last selec-



Figure 11: Hiding Comparison

tion to a new drawing style, instead of the entire protein. It is also
possible that the simplicity of drawing style modes in TuftsViewer
(it is only possible to turn them on or off) resulted in this significant
difference. Certain modes of drawing in Jmol must be layered to be
turned on with the console (for example, ball and stick requires lay-
ering of wireframe and spacefill). Because users tended to prefer
the console, it took extra time for many of them to learn to asso-
ciate layered drawing styles with certain common names like ball
and stick.

Hiding residues in TuftsViewer took significantly longer than Jmol.
This could be because the specific task that defined hiding in
TuftsViewer sometimes was completed using a large number of se-
lections. Selection could have been performed using a single triple-
click, but this functionality was not mentioned in the user instruc-
tions and few users discovered it on their own. Performing the sim-
ilar task in Jmol did not require a large number of selections. Sev-
eral users didnt even complete the task successfully in TuftsViewer,
indicating that it is possible that the directions for the task werent
clear enough, or that the task required some sort of higher spatial in-
telligence. However, users that had difficulty with the task or didnt
complete the task didnt rate themselves as below average in terms
of spatial reasoning on the prescreening survey.

The survey results were positive, with only error handling rated be-
low a 6/7. We hypothesize that this was because many users werent
aware of the Ctrl-Z undo functionality of TuftsViewer, as it was
not mentioned in the user instructions. The user comments on the
survey indicated that some users actually liked the console in Jmol
enough to want an equivalent in TuftsViewer. This idea has been
taken under consideration for an advanced mode for expert users
but will most likely not be implemented. Another frequent com-
ment was that users found interaction with proteins more intuitive
in TuftsViewer than Jmol. Several of the users had some free inter-
action time with TuftsViewer after their study, depending on how
much time was left. These users were encouraged to open any fa-

Table 1: Post-Study Survey Results

Average Rating
Learnability 6.1
Simplicity 6.0
Visibilty 6.5
User Control & Freedom 6.2
Error Handling 5.7
Efficiency 6.0
Graphic Design 6.4

vorite proteins or choose from a list of pdb files and experiment
with TuftsViewer features.

Some thought was put into whether or not a learning effect occurred
in the user studies. More specifically, we considered that users
might improve performance in TuftsViewer because they become
more comfortable with protein interaction and interface commands
while working in Jmol. It was assumed that any learning effect
would be negligible due to the significant differences in user in-
terface in each program, but alternative ideas are discussed in the
conclusion that might counteract a learning effect in future studies.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

From our results, we conclude that TuftsViewer has great poten-
tial as an educational protein visualization tool. We hope that fu-
ture studies will further shape TuftsViewer development to make
it more efficient and easier to use. In future studies, to counteract
any learning effect, we suggest that each user work with only one
program- Jmol or TuftsViewer. This would remove any possibility
of a learning effect. Alternatively, the researchers could alternate
the order of the study, having a user work with Jmol first in one
trial and a different user work with TuftsViewer in another. We
suggest that future studies might investigate new features, like au-
tomatic rotation of the proteins, bond length measurement, and a
protein-protein interaction mode that shows possible bonding and
reactions between two protein structures.

Figure 12: Prototype of TuftsViewer Tool Bar

Since the constant action of bringing up the menu by right clicking
fatigued some of the users, we have begun prototyping a tool bar to
include in TuftsViewer that would allow users to change the draw-
ing style, color of the protein, or selected portion without bringing
up the menu. At the time of this writing, the prototype tool bar
feature uses screen shots to simulate a change in drawing style or



color of the entire protein. We hope the prototype will be used in
additional user studies to assess the usefulness of adding a tool bar
to TuftsViewer.
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Appendix A: User Study Script 
 
Index 

• Overview and Explanation 
• Preparation, Consent Form, and Presurvey 
• Introduction to JMol 
• Introduction to Tufts Viewer 
• JMol Directed Tasks 
• TuftsViewer Directed Tasks 
• TuftsViewer Multiple Alignment Directed Tasks 
• Undirected Tasks 
• Postsurvey, Debriefing, etc. 

 
Overview and Explanation (For use of experimenter, and not research subject) 
Tasks should adequately reflect real tasks used on simple proteins. These include model rotation 
and other camera manipulations, selection, coloring, and changing draw styles. The times listed 
next to each heading are approximate. Each protein should take about 3 minutes to complete, and 
the directed task portion of the experiment should fit under an hour. Left over time should be 
filled with undirected task observation. 
 
Proteins in Part 2 that are prefaced with "For this protein do not move the camera unless 
prompted." are testing how a user selects residues that cannot be seen if moving the camera is 
not an option. The prohibition on camera movement is also used when the protein has a mouse-
geared task. Because these tasks use physical description instead of residue number, the on-load 
image must be preserved. There are some tasks that test these two procedures near the end of a 
protein, so instead of using the "For this protein..." the user is told to recenter and readjust the 
camera before making a Mouse-Geared, or occlusion selection. 
 
The instruction sections for TuftsViewer and JMol should be interactive -- when you are reading 
the instructions encourage the participant to follow along and carry out the program feature that 
is being described. Questions are encouraged, as long as the time limit for instructions is kept. 
Better they ask questions in the instruction phase before we start annotating and recording data. 
 
Preparation, Consent Form, & Presurvey (5 minutes) 
(Reset program if needed) 
(Refresh/Load the PDB search website) 
(Reset/Ready the monitoring software) 
(Give participant Release form) 
 
Preface 



For this experiment I will be recording audio and the screen. If you would prefer not to be 
recorded, accommodations can be made. Additionally, if at any point in the experiment you feel 
that you would like to discontinue the experiment you may do so. Revise! 
 
Part 1: Practical Testing 
Identifiy an alpha helix and a beta sheet (have a sheet with alpha helix and beta sheets in color 
that they can identify) 
 
 
Part 2: JMol Experience 
If you have had experience using JMol or other protein visualization software, please fill out the 
following questions to the best of your ability. [Give MolVis-PrevExp to the subject] 
 
1. How long have you been using protein visualization software? 
 
2. How frequently do you use protein visualization software? 
 
3. What do you principally use protein visualization software for? 
 
4. Are there any tasks that you have difficulty doing with current protein visualization software? 
 
5. Do you have a favorite protein that you would like to look at? 
 
[User to fill out pre-study survey] 
 
Introduction to Jmol (10 minutes) 
Disclaimer 
If you have prior experience using JMol, please only use the following manipulation techniques 
unless otherwise noted. 
 
Introduction 
[Note: Adapted from 1KSA tutorial: http://bit.ly/wileytutorial] 
[Launch Jmol; Load 1KSA] 
 
This is the Jmol program, and the structure we are viewing is a bacterial chlorophyll A protein. It 
is composed of multiple parts; there are two polypeptide chains, displayed as flat ribbons, each in 
a different color. Each chain also has a non-protein component, displayed in a stick model.  The 
display shows the folding patterns of the polypeptide chains, as well as the bonds of the pigment. 
There are three ways to interact with structures: using the mouse, accessing the menu, or using 
the console. 



 
The Mouse 
To rotate the molecule, left-click and drag on it. 
To translate, shift-double-click and drag on the structure--the molecule will follow the mouse. 
To zoom, shift-click and drag. Drag the cursor down to zoom in, up to zoom out. 
 
To reset the camera on the main menu bar go to View -> Front. 
 
The Menu 
Let's see how to can change the display to view different aspects of the model.  Access the menu 
by right-clicking anywhere. Choose the “Select” submenu, then click on “All”. This selects all 
the atoms in the structure but the display will not change yet. 
Access the right-click menu again. Choose "Color | Atoms | By Scheme | Secondary Structure". 
The atoms are now colored so that magenta-colored atoms are part of alpha helices, and yellow-
colored atoms are part of beta sheets. 
 
The Console 
Jmol can also be controlled using a command language. Use the Jmol menu, choose “File | 
Output Console”, or right click on the display frame (the giant black portion) and select 
"Console". Type “select all”, and press the "enter" on the keyboard. Jmol writes a few things into 
the Console window after executing the command, including the number of atoms selected. 
 
Now type: “color purple”, and press "enter" again. Finally, type “cartoon”, and press enter. 
 
To select a residue type "select" and then the number of a residue. 
To select a string of residues type something like "select [the beginning residue number] [dash] 
[the ending residue number]". 
To select a residue on a certain chain type "select #:chain letter". 
To select an entire chain type "select :[chain letter]". 
To select multiple sections type "select" and then your first selection, a comma, and then your 
second selection. You may select individual or multiple residues, and chains this way. 
 
To restrict the view to a residue type "restrict #-#". To restrict the view to only a given chain type 
"restrict :[Chain Letter]". You may also restrict the view to several different sections in the same 
way as you made multiple selections. 
 
Drawing Styles 
The three drawing styles, ways to view the protein model, we will be using are wire frame and 
spacefill (these you have already seen), and also cartoon, which displays the secondary structure 
of the protein. JMol presents two ways to turn drawing styles on or off -- through the console and 



through the menu. To turn on a style with the mouse, first make a selection, then right click and 
go to "Style | Scheme". Here you can turn cartoon, ball and stick, and spacefill on or off. 
 
To change the way the protein is displayed (drawn) using the console use the following 
commands: 
    - For cartoon type "cartoon". Now type "cartoon [space] off" to turn that view off. 
    - For spacefill type "spacefill" (one word). Now type "spacefill [space] off" to turn space fill     
off. 
    - For ball and stick type "wireframe" (one word) and then "spacefill [space] 100" (one         
word). To turn wireframe off      
       type "wireframe [space] off" and then "spacefill [space] off". 
 
To turn drawing styles off with the mouse, just navigate back to "Style | Scheme" and click on 
the drawing style you want to turn off. 
 
JMol Practice Run 
Now I’d like you try some more complex interactions with the structure. You may use any of the 
visualization controls or the dropdown - direct manipulation of the structure may be required. 
[Load 2cx6] 
 
First, please change the view to cartoon. 
Now restrict the view to show only chain A. 
Color chain A dark green. 
Refocus the camera so chain A is centered and fills the entire frame. 
 
Questions 
Before we start the JMol tasks do you have any questions? 
 
Part 1: Directed Tasks JMol (3 minutes for each) 
In this part of the study, I will ask you to make some edits to existing 3D models using JMol.  I’d 
like you to talk me through what you are doing as you work. 
 
Protein 1, simple: 
Please open protein 1r4y. 
 
Task 1 (Selection, Coloring): 
Color residues 13 through 23 yellow. 
 
Task 2 (Rendering): 
Change the view to spacefill. 



 
Protein 2, somewhat complex: 
Please open protein 1hle. 
 
Task 1 (Rendering): 
Have Cartoon overlay in addition to Ball and Stick 
 
Task 2 (Selection, Coloring): 
Color residues 260 through 266 and 268 through 279 red. 
 
Protein 3, complex: 
Please open protein 1by7. 
 
Task 1 (Selection, Coloring): 
Color residue 123 through 132 and  196 through 204 green. 
 
Task 2 (Rendering): 
Change the view to Cartoon only 
 
Protein 4, complex: 
For this protein please do not move the camera unless instructed to. 
Please open protein 2oez. 
 
Task 1 (coloring, rotation): 
Color residues 108 - 125 on Chain B green. 
Rotate the protein model to bring the selected portion into view 
 
Task 2 (Selection, Hiding, View Manipulation): 
Restrict the view to protein chain A. 
Recenter the camera 
 
Task 3 (practical application of coloring each chain, and also uses selection by chain): 
Change the color of chain A to orange, and chain B to purple 
 
Protein 5, very complex (3 chains): 
For this protein do not move the camera unless prompted. 
Please open protein 1a4e. 
 
Task 1 (Selection and Color): 
Color chains C and D orange. 



 
Task 2 (Selection of Occluded Objects and View Manipulation): 
Please color residues 217 - 235 on Chain C red. 
Rotate the camera to bring the selected residues into view. 
 
Task 3 (Camera and View Manipulation): 
Reset camera. 
Change view to spacefill. 
Manipulate camera to get fuller cross section of model. 
 
Introduction to Tufts Viewer (10 minutes) 
[Launch Tufts Viewer] 
[Open 1xyx] 
 
This is another visualization program for viewing molecular structures in 3D. The structure we 
are viewing is a Mouse prion protein fragment. Instead of a wireframe, TuftsViewer's default 
drawing style is "cartoon". 
As with Jmol, you can interact with structures in Tufts Viewer using the mouse or the menu. 
There is no console. 
 
The Menu and What You See 
Access the display menu either by right-clicking or by selecting "Display" the menu bar at the 
top of the window. Here you can select Cartoon, Ball and Stick, and Space Fill display methods. 
The "Tools" section in the menu bar allows you to create a multiple view, and also gives you 
access to settings where you may change the default colors of the program. Windows allows you 
to toggle the residue and sequence windows on and off. 
 
The three sections of the program are the display window, the sequence pane, and the residue 
pane. 
The display pane is where the protein is visualized. 
The sequence pane is the pane on the bottom of the window. Here multiple chains can be 
displayed. 
The residue pane is on the right hand side of the window. Only one chain is displayed at at time 
here. The chain may be changed by using the drop down menu at the top of the pane. 
 
The Mouse 
te the molecule, left-click and drag on it. 
To zoom in and out, use the scroll wheel of the mouse. Alternatively, you may also hold both left 
and right mouse buttons down and move the mouse forward or backwards to zoom. 
To pan hold the right mouse button and drag. 



 
To reset the camera position, right-click on the display pane and select Reset Camera. You can 
also reset zoom, and center the camera on the right-click menu. 
 
You may also use the mouse to gain more information about any given residue. In the bottom 
pain mouse over any residue letter. Note that information is displayed in the bottom bar of the 
program, including residue number. Residue numbers are also labeled on the right-hand column. 
 
Selecting 
There are three different ways to select one protein residue. 
To select using the mouse, move the cursor over the residue you want to select, and left click on 
the model . You may also select using a bounding box by holding shift and then left clicking and 
dragging. 
To select using the sequence pane click on a residue's letter. To select multiple residues at one 
time you may click and drag. 
To select using the residue pane click on the wanted residue. To make a selection of contiguous 
residues, click on the first entry, then hold shift and then click on the last residue wanted. To 
select disjoint residues, press control. Note that, multiple sections can be selected by holding ctrl 
+ shift. 
 
Selections made by any of these methods update all panes. For example, a selection made in the 
display pane will also show highlighted residues in the sequence and residue panes. 
 
Residue number is shown next to the residue identifier in the residue pane. For the display and 
sequence panes when you mouse over a residue (either on the model, or over a letter) numbers 
are displayed on the bottom bar of the protein. Residue number is the second number from the 
right. 
 
To select a beta sheet or alpha helix, double click on a residue letter in the sequence pane, or on 
the portion in the model. 
To select an entire chain in the display pane is by triple clicking the chain. To select using the 
sequence chain, left-click on the chain identifier (for example 1XYX: A). 
 
To deselect click on any portion of the black space in the protein model frame, or an empty part 
of the sequence pane. Note that deselection clears all selections made. 
 
You may also draw attention to certain areas by coloring protein residues, or restricting residues 
are seen in the model. To accomplish these, first a portion of the protein must be selected. 
To recolor, right click and select Pick Color.... 
To restrict the view, right click and select Hide All But Selected. 



To uncolor all, right click and select "Color by Structure", or another coloring preset. 
To unhide all, make sure you have nothing actively selected and under Display or the right-click 
menu select a model display type (Cartoon, etc.). 
To show color in spacefill mode, make sure that on either the right click menu or the Display 
menu "Use Atom Colors" is deselected. Once that is done previously colored residues will be 
shown, and you also have the option to color by structure or alignment. 
 
Multiple Alignment 
You also have the ability to see how proteins are aligned with the proteins overlapping, side-by-
side, or in separate windows. Multiple Alignment can be accessed through the main menu bar in 
Tools -> Alignment. When activated you will be prompted to load proteins from files, select 
which chains to add to the alignment, and how the different proteins and chains are laid out. 
Shortly you will get to see how this appears in the program. 
 
Training Task 
I'd like you to spend a few minutes playing around with it to get a feeling for how it works. 
 
Please open protein 1yvs. 
 
Please try zooming in and out, panning, and changing the camera angle. 
Using shift, click, and drag, select the alpha helix outlier. 
Using the bottom pane select the beta sheets. 
Using shift+click drag, Select the rest of the protein. 
Color the protein yellow. 
Change the view to Spacefill. 
 
Multiple Alignment (Brief) Intro: 
Now I'd like for you to get a brief introduction to the multiple alignment features. 
 
Please open Multiple Alignment. It is found under Tools in the menu bar. 
Please open 1gou, and click add. 
Make sure "Use multiple frames in one window" is selected and then click align. 
 
Try rotating one of the protein chains. 
Select a pair of aligned alpha helices using the sequence pane. (If the user needs it: aligned = 
overlapping alpha helices) 
Change the view to space fill. 
 
Questions 
Before we start the JMol tasks do you have any questions? 



 
Part 2: Directed Tasks TuftsViewer (3 minutes for each) 
In this part of the study, I will ask you to make some edits to existing 3D models.  I'd like you to 
get enough experience with it so that you can comment if you could see yourself using 
something like this for your own work. As with JMol, I’d like you to talk me through what you 
are doing as you work. 
[Compare different manipulation techniques] 
 
Protein 1, simple: 
Please open protein 1e0g. 
 
Task 1 (Selection, Coloring): 
Color residues 4 - 7 brown. 
 
Task 2 (Rendering): 
Change the view to space fill. 
 
Task 3 (View Manipulation): 
Restrict the view to residues 4-7 and 41-44. 
 
Protein 2, somewhat complex: 
For this protein do not move the camera unless prompted. Please open protein 1pqy. 
 
Task 1 (Selection by Mouse, Coloring): 
Color the most upper left alpha helix orange. (Residues intentionally omitted, but 110 - 118) 
Zoom in on the selected alpha helix. 
 
Task 2 (View Manipulation, Camera Manipulation, Rendering): 
Recenter camera and reset camera position. 
Restrict the view to the bottom half of the protein. 
Change the view to display only Ball and Stick 
 
Protein 3, complex: 
Please open protein 1c8z. 
 
Task 1 (Selection by Mouse, Color): 
Color all beta sheets that do not exist within the central "ring" brown. 
 
Task 2 (Occlusion selection and occlusion coloring, View Manipulation): 
Color residues 316 through 321 pink. 



Rotate the camera to bring residue into view. 
 
Task 3 (Selection by Mouse, Hiding): 
Restrict the view to only the beta sheet ring. 
 
Protein 4, very complex (2 chains): 
Please open protein 1p1u. 
 
Task 1: (Mouse-Geared Selection, Coloring): 
Color the right-most alpha helix on purple. (For experimenter's reference: residues 22-31:B) 
 
Task 2: (practical application of coloring each chain, and also uses selection by chain) 
Change the color of chain A to orange, and chain B to purple 
 
Task 3: (Selection, Hiding, View Manipulation): 
Restrict the view to chain A. 
 
Task 4: (camera manipulation, occlusion selection) FIX SO THAT SELECTION IS 
OCCLUDED 
Reset the camera position, and recenter the camera. 
Color residues 72-80 on chain A light blue, and then rotate the protein model to bring the 
selected portion into view 
 
Protein 5, very complex (3 chains): 
For this protein do not move the camera unless prompted.  Please open protein 2nud. 
 
Task 1 (Selection of Occluded Objects and View Manipulation): 
Please select residues 145 - 163 on chain B. 
Rotate the camera to bring the selected residues into view. 
 
Task 2 (Selection and Color): 
Color chains C and D bright green. 
 
Task 3 (Camera, Rendering): 
Reset camera. 
Change view to spacefill. 
Manipulate camera to get fuller cross section of model. 
 
Multiple Alignment: 
Please open in protein 2q4m and 1i7e in multiview (both are in the super family Tubby C-



Terminal domain-like) 
 
Task 1 (Selection, Coloring): 
Please color a pair of aligned alpha helices orange. 
 
Task 2 (Selection, View): 
Hide the outlying group of beta sheets in 1i7e. 
 
Task 3 (Rendering): 
Change the view for both proteins to spacefill. Color by structure, not by atoms. 
 
Part 3: Undirected Session (10 minutes) 
 
Now I would like you to spend 10 minutes manipulating this model as you like.  There is no 
specific task I want you to accomplish.   Just spend some time exploring the features of the 
software. 
 
Nice proteins to use if user doesn't have a favorite: 2nud, 1cz8, 1a4e 
 
Post-Survey 
 
Now that you’ve had a chance to use our prototype software, I’d like to ask you few questions to 
wrap up. 
 
[User to complete post-study survey] 
 
Those are all the questions I have.  Do you have any questions for me? 
[Thank participant and give gratuity] 
 
After Post-Survey 
[Ask informally if there is anything that is not currently implemented that you would like to see.] 
[As time moves onward perhaps do pen and paper models to test prototypes others have 
suggested] 
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Appendix C: Data and Graphs 

GUIDE: NOT SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICANT 
NOT ENOUGH 
DATA 

 
     
  simple 

somewhat 
complex complex very complex 

Select/Color Jmol P1:T1 Jmol P2:T2 
Jmol P3:T1, P4:T1, 
P4:T3 Jmol P5:T1 

  Tufts P1:T1 Tufts P2:T1 
Tufts P3:T1 P3:T2, 
MA:T1 

Tufts P4:T1, 
P4:T2, P5:T1, 
P5:T2 

Pvalue 0.226117497 0.731503886 0.618081085 0.38632683 
Render Jmol P1:T2 Jmol P2:T1 Jmol P3:T2 Jmol P5:T3 
  Tufts P1:T2   Tufts MA:T3   

Pvalue 0.005622433   0.000851364   
Hiding     Jmol P4:T2   
  Tufts P1:T3   Tufts P3:T3, MA:T2 Tufts P4:T3 

Pvalue     0.001400307   
Table 1: Task type comparison between programs with p-values 

  Avg Time   Avg Time 
Jmol   TuftsViewer   
P1:T1 18.844 P1:T1 15.166 
P1:T2 15.829 P1:T2 4.849 
P2:T1 15.893 P1:T3 30.464 
P2:T2 23.018 P2:T1 24.030 
P3:T1 17.921 P2:T2 32.358 

P3:T2 28.900 P3:T1 32.443 
P4:T1 23.554 P3:T2 25.640 
P4:T2 12.399 P3:T3 43.735 
P4:T3 34.811 P4:T1 13.204 
P5:T1 16.422 P4:T2 19.223 
P5:T2 20.892 P4:T3 9.358 
P5:T3 21.626 P4:T4 32.885 

  
P5:T1 26.050 

  
P5:T2 14.830 

  
P5:T3 13.336 

  
MA:T1 21.831 

  
MA:T2 26.651 

  
MA:T3 12.289 

Table 2: Average times for every task, both programs 



 

Graph 1: Time vs. Task for Jmol  
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Graph 2: Time vs. Task for TuftsViewer 
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